Title word cross-reference

# [Ho87].

(a, a') [SR84a, SR84a]. (a, b)
[SMD84, SR84a]. (a, bγ) [SMD84, SR84a]. (a, bγ - γ) [SMD84, SR84a]. (a, γ) [SR84a].
(a, γ - γ) [SR84a]. (r∞, n1/2, s1/2) [Hoc85].
(r∞, n1/2) [Tem89a]. 2 [Zak84]. 3 [Zak84]. 9
[RRC89]. -1 [KW87b]. 2Σ [Nai84, Nai86].
Ax = b [BS81a, BS81b, BS81c]. F [YK88].
\( f(x) \) [Gaf83b, Gaf83c, Gaf83a]. \( H_p \)
[SSS84a, SSS84b, SSS84c]. \( K_{i_n}(x) \) [Amo83a],
\( \int_0^t t^{-1} \log^{n-1} \log^p (1-t) dt \) [Köl82].
\( J_n(x) \) [Col84b]. \( L_1 \) [Abd80].
\( Q \)
[Gra86a]. \( \text{dif}^{-1} \) [KW87a]. \( r \times c \)
[MP86a, MP86c, MP86b]. SU(3) [AD84].

[YK88].

-carotene [Wyl86]. -estimators [KW87a].

/370 [Ehi82].

1 [Ber82a, Cra83, EH81, Ess88, Fog85, Fog87, Fog88, Pet83, Res86, hTD88, Tem89a, Tem89b, WSL88]. 1-port [hTDT88]. 1-VA
[Ess88]. 1.0B [Zho89]. 1/2 [SDH84]. 10
[BK88]. 10/ [Dig83, Dig85a]. 100/200
[MMM85]. 10R1 [Spe82]. 11 [AEL+86, Cla89, CP84, Cli84, Dig82a, Dig82b, Dig82d, Dig82e, Dig82f, Dig84e, Dig88a, hHtM81, Hue83, Mic83, Sul88, Wie82]. 11/
[sT85]. 115 [CL83]. 117 [WH87]. 11R1
[Spe85]. 11th [VV86]. 128K [Mic84f]. 16
[hH82, Sho85]. 16-Bit-Rechnern [Kal85a].
A-series [Bur85b]. A.G.A. [RH84b].
A.N.S.I. [Lav83]. A [Bre78b, Bre79].
abend [Bin85]. above [Dun88b].
abridgement [Miy87]. absorption [ZGS89].
abstract [BCF +88]. Abstraction
[Isa82, MMS88]. abstractions [Sus86].
Academic [Wil87b]. academy [JBT83].
Accelerated [GKRY82, KGRY81, KRYG82b, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d]. Accelerator
[AB89, GKKY89]. Access
[BRK +87a, BRK +87b, BRK +88, BDS88b, BDS88a, KW89, Sch88a, BK89, BDS88c].
accessible [Pay84a, Pay84b]. Accessing
[Hay86]. Accompany
[CM84b, APD86, BW84, BW87b, BGG85b, CM81a, DH82, DP84c, Ett83a, Gri85, HB81, JSWG85, McC84c, MS88b, Mwoo8a, Nic85c, PDA83b, RZ89b, RWA84, Rod84, WAD81, Wei86a, WB85].
According
[BBB +83, Vu 89]. Accuracy
[Don82a, Don82b, JW86]. acid [LB86].
ACM [Gon89, POP82, Van84a, Wex81, Ham85, HM90, RH84a]. ACM-SIGSAM
[Gon89, ACM89a]. ACRITH [BRK +87a, BRK +87b, BRK +88, JW86, KW89]. Across
[BSP83]. activation [YHMK89]. Activities
[Noh84]. ADA
[Bro89d, Gra88, Rei89c, Rei89a, Wil87a, Boo81, Bro89a, Bro89b, Bro89c, DAZ +88, DM89a, FSOS89, Lcv89, Mro81, PBB +88, Rud83, Sc82a, SW83, Whi81a, Whi81b].
Adam [La 87]. adapt [Jac85b, Jac85a].
adaptation
[MW84a, MW84b, TM[C81, Tew81].
adapted [Kir89]. Adapting [Gro87].
Adaptive [Ash85a, KGRY82, KGRY81, KRYG82b, KGRY82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, Ash85b, Ash85c]. Adding [MMS88, Owe86].
Addison [Cou85a, Rid82a].
Addison-Wesley [Cou85a, Rid82a].
Addressing [DD86, Hol87a, Hol87b].
adjustments [Don83c]. administrator
[YS84a, YS84c]. adolescents [BS68b].
[Van84c, Van85]. Advanced
[Edg89a, Edg89b, LOU86, PW86, BS88c, DSCP88, Int86c, IBM89b, Mic89b].
Adventures [JBT83]. aerial [LZ82].
aerodynamics [Dun85a]. aeromagnetic
[Geo86b]. AFNOR [Ass83b]. AFOS
[Mac81]. after [AS89a, AS89b]. Afterword
[Bac84a]. Aftran [CRV +89, Vag89]. age
[Mar81]. agricultural [Don83c]. AHEAD
[AEV89, dEV89]. AI [Aono85a]. Aid
[BDS88b, BDS88a, CSD83, DBK89, BDS88c, BDS89, KWK90]. Aided
[Rao86a, Rao86b]. air [Wal85]. aircraft
[ADP88, DPA87, EIT85, Kip82]. airfoil
[DS82, kK89c]. airfoils [HL82a]. Airy
[SBB83a, SBB83b]. AIRYROOT
[SBB83a, SBB83b]. AIX
[Int88c, Int88a, Int88c, IBM89b]. al
[CS84, CM89, FKR89, HRR81, HRC89, aHH83, McC85c]. al-barmajah
[aHH83, McC85c]. al-Fortran
[McC85c]. al-Musaid [aHH83]. Alamos
[ZDS81a]. Algebra
[Ber87, BD89, Dav89, DG82, DOD83, Don83a, DDHH84, DCHH87, DCHH88a, DCHH88b, DCHH88c, HK87a, HK87b, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, LN88b, LN88a, Pr89, DDDD89, DCHHH85, LN87, Pr89]. Algebraic
[ACM89a, GKKY89, Gia89, Gon89]. Algebraic-Numeric [GKKY89]. Algol
[BA81, Fog85, Fog87, Fog88, Osi82a, Res86, Sch82a, Sm81, Sm83a, DM85, Osi82b, SD84]. ALGOL-60
[Fog85, Fog87, Fog88, Res86]. Algorithm
[Abd80, Amo83a, Amo83b, Ash85a, AFS94, Ban78, BS81a, BS81b, BA85b, BA85c, Bre78b, Buc81a, Buc81b, Cas89a, CY89, CHPS85, Cod88, CSM84b, CSM85b, DM87b, DFK83a, DM89a, Don82a, Don82b, DE84, DCHH88a, Dur80, EKH7b, Gaf83b, Gaf83c, GGLM88, KGRY82, HK87a, HPB84, Hig88b, HMR85a, HMR85b, IZP81, JB84, Kati80, KRYG83b, KRYG82c, LHKK79a, LN88b, MP86a, MP86c, MC80, MG81b,
with RH84a, Sau83b, Sau83c, Sch88a, She78, SSS84a, SSS84b, Sim76, Ste76, Stu81a, SS79, VVV89b, Wil83, Zak84, Ash85b, Ash85c, Bai87, BHK+85, Dnn87b, FS86a, Gen82, IA89, Kem87, Lec89, Lw88, LN87, McD89, Min88, PC89, PW84, Son83, The88, Tod85, Wit81, Bre79, Bue82, CL83, Cra86a, DFK88, DG82, Dod83, FW82, Fut78, GL90, Ham85, HK87a, HK87b, Hig89, Hig91, HM90, LK88].

Algorithm [LN88b, LN88a, OM82, PCK84, Sch88a, Sim76, Ste79, Stu81a, Van82, WH87].

Algorithmen [San82].

Algorithms [Ana87, Cal86, DM85, Don83a, DBFK89, Gea86b, Geo86a, Ham85, HM90, JGD87, Lau86, Leh86, OM82, RH84a, Stu81a, Car89a, Car88b, vCS78, FJS85, GQ88, Hhil82a, Hhil82b, Jor86, Jor86, MMM85, RS87, Swa84, TMS88a, TMS88b, Wee86].

Aliasing [Ana87].

American [Com89, DH82, DH83, DH84a], amounts [McK83].

alphatik [Osi82a, Osi82b].

alternation [Tay84].

American [Com89, DH82, DH83, DH84a].

amounts [McK83].

analitik [Osi82a, Osi82b].

analyse [O'R81, (??84, (??87, Tri89].

analyses [FMH85].

Analysing [HO89, CSS+86].

Analysis [ACK86a, AL81b, Ban88, BSP83, BDD88b, BDD88a, Chi86a, DAG+88, Ell82c, Eve85, Fen87a, FNS85, GBJ81, Har89, IA84, KKRR85, LK88, MSA86, OK87, RT85, Spa55b, Spa55a, Tsu85, AI88, ACK86b, ABC+88, And89, AL81a, ALPC88, AEL+86, AM89b, BZ85, Bli89, BDD88c, CKB86, CB86, CDP86, CTK85, CK88, DSS82, EHH1, Ell82d, Fen87b, Fri84, HLS82a, Hua82, IMS87a, IMS87d, IMS87i, IMS87m, IMS87k, IMS89a, IMS89f, IMS89g, Lib89c, IMS89m, IMS89m, JT88, Kem87, LB86, LN89, LKM88, Mal85, Mat83a, Mat83b, McD89, Mul88, MT84b, Ngu81, Pay84a, Pay84b, PSS84, RS89, She89b, Shi88, Smi87a, Smi87b, Smi88b, Son83, Tan86, Tan88, Tan81a, Tan82, TPR85, Tho82b, Thu86, Wal3, Wan86, WM85a, vMS84a, vMS84b].

Analytic [EW87].

Analytical [MHK86, Hae83, KWK86].

analytically [Bar89].

Analyzer [Fed82b, Ell81b].

Analyzing [DS86b, DS87b, DS86a].

ancestral [Vu 89].

Anecdotes [Tro84].

anemometry [Owe87].

Angles [The88].

angular [CDW82, CDW84, RV84, RRC89, SDH84].

Ann [IEE81].

Anniversary [AW82].

Annotated [Lee84b].

Annual [POP82].

ANSI [AC87, Ano82a, BP81a, KK89b, Ame85d, Ame87b, Ano89, BP81a, KK89b, Ame85d, Ame87b, Ano89, BP81b, CW83, Col83, Col87a, Ehi82, Kha81, Law83, NJLB81, mT82b, Wiel86a, Wiel86b, Wu82a, Wu82b, Wu83].

Ansprache [Kna84].

Answer [Pag87].

ANSYS [HM86].

antennas [Ric82b].

Antennenfeldern [Sch84f].

Anweisungen [Ano82a, Ehi82].

anwendungsoorientierte [NEM84].

AOS [Dat84, Dat85a, Kir89].

AOS/VS [Dat84, Kir89].

apertures [Bai89].

APL/370 [Chi85b, Chi86a].

Aplicaciones [Bor89].

APPLE [cC84b, BB82, BBuC84, DB82a, Gee86, Gre85, HF81, Kri83, hK85, Pre89, VN89b].

Application [Bin85, Int88b, IEC85, Mar84b, Ull85, Ull86, Vor89, Int81a, Int81b, Int81c, Int81d, Int82g, Int82h, Int83d, Int83e, Int83f, Int83g, IBM88, Int88d, She89b, Wyl86, ZGK88, BB88].

Applications [AM89b, Cor88, DR86, Gea86b, Gea86a, Hig88b, Hig88a, Hig89, Hua84, IBM86, IEE88a, Jur86, Kow85, LCM88, Lin83, Mil87a, Mio82b, Mos88, Nor84, Ril83, See81b, Wu83, BK84, Bel84].
Car89a, EP81b, Gro89, IMS87a, IMS87b, IMS87g, IMS87e, IMS87f, IMS87n, IMS89a, IMS89b, IMS89c, Lib89a, IMS89h, IMS89i, IMS89j, IMS89k, JS88, LPJ83, LP87, Mil87b, Moo82a, Moo86, Moo88a, RZ89a, RZ89b, See81a, VV86, Wu82a, Wu82b]. **Applied** [AM81, AM84, Boy84b, JSW85a, Lew81b, Sch81, SB82, Sch85b, SB86, BR89a, JST85b, Lew81a, Hue83]. *appliquees* [GB83, GB89]. **Applying** [Mar84a, Not89]. **Apprendre** [Del82, Del83, Del85]. **Apprentice** [Wor84a, Wor84b]. **Approach** [BCM87, BS81e, Col83, Col87a, CSD83, CM83a, CM87, Ell87, Ell88, Fis83, Nan81b, Nic85b, RuI83a, RuI83b, Smi85e, WN87, BS81f, CK86a, CC84a, CwL83, Cou85a, CM83b, DKG89a, DKG89b, Ell82e, Fen87b, JST88, JBT83, Key81, Kha81, KSS82b, KM83, Leh83b, LH81, MP81, MSR87, Nan81a, Nic85a, Nic85c, Sas83a, Sas83b, Smi85d, SR87, Mil82b]. **Approaches** [GL86]. **approche** [Str82, Str85]. **approximating** [Dun85a]. **Approximation** [HYP87, Uni84d, Dun80, DZ87, Dun87a, DZ88, Dun88a, Dun88b]. **approximations** [Gen82]. **AQUIFER** [VMS81, Cza83]. **AQUISM** [VMS81]. **Arbitrarily** [Ren84, Sav87]. **Arbitrary** [YF85]. **Arbor** [IEE81]. **ARCHETYPE** [Gra88]. **Architectural** [SAB88]. **Architecture** [Par86a, Wat87, CGMW88, IBM88, Par86b]. **Architectures** [CT86b, CT86a, DSCP88]. **archive** [Kle89b, Kle89a]. **ARCPRT** [Kle89b, Kle89a]. **Ardent** [Cod89]. **Area** [YF85, Boy84a, She89b]. **areas** [BT83]. **Argonne** [BH89]. **ARGONNE/GMD** [BH89]. **Arguments** [GF81, FCG83]. **Arithmetic** [BBG+82, BBB+83, BBG+84, Bre78b, Bre78a, Bre79, BHY80, BW89, CHH81, CHH83, Cor88, IEE81, JW86, Ull85, Ull86, Vel82, WLO76, Cor82a, Cor83, Hym82]. **Array** [Bro81a, PS81, AKLS88, Bai89, Bro82a, Hsi83, RW85, The88, Vag89, CRV+89]. array-fed [Hsi83]. arrays [EL81, GH87]. **arrival** [The88]. **Art** [Num88d, PFTV86, WB89, Pre88b]. **Artificial** [Gus84, IE88a]. **Artin** [Gra86a]. **ASCII** [Ano82b, Ano85c, Spe82, Spe85, SDC82, Uni84d, Uni84e]. askfor [LO85b, LO85a]. **Aspects** [Wri89]. **Assembleur** [Ber82a]. **assembly** [Joh86, Bin85, Egg83]. **Assessing** [EP87a, EP89]. **Assessment** [Sim86, Boy84a, Sim85, Sim88b]. **Assessment/F2812** [Sim86]. **Assignment** [BD80, Bur81a, NLC88, PC89]. **assignments** [SDH84]. **assistance** [BD80]. assistant [Smi88d]. assisted [Le83, Lee85]. **Associated** [Chu88, Bod87, FDL86, PRWB89]. **Association** [So83b, So84, Us82]. **Astronomical** [Gui89]. **Asymmetric** [HPB82]. **Asynchronous** [Wri89]. **atmospheric** [EIT85]. **ATOMCC** [Cha86b]. **ATS** [Seq89]. **attached** [Iwa84]. **attraction** [SJB83a, SJB83b]. **Aufstellung** [RAK88]. **Auftragsabwicklung** [Ste87]. **Aufwaertsuebersetzung** [CLW81]. **Aug** [We89c]. **AUGMENT** [BHY80]. **August** [MSM84, VV86, Wri89, Re87b, Smi83b]. **Auswertung** [Lep86]. **automata** [KS81c]. **Automate** [Ano85a]. **Automated** [Aha85a, Aha85d, Gab89, GBJ81, Sch89e, Var85, Van84c, Van85]. **Automaten** [KS81c]. **Automatic** [AK84, AK87, Arn82, BCF+88, Gro89, Har89, HKP88, LG86, Maa89, MT82a, PBB+88, PB86, Pol87, RW89, SR88, Tan86, Tan88, Thu86, TFI86, vHG87a, vHG87b, Bat85, Bli89, CGQS89, Gatt85, Gin82, KS88, LCH+88, Pet89, Sis85, SP87, Wan86, Wee89, ZBG88, vM84a]. **Automatically** [NE89]. **AUTOSCAND** [PR+85]. **Availability** [Tsu85, Joh85b]. **available** [BT83]. **Avionics** [Mar84b]. avoids [Mei89d]. awareness [Owe86]. axial [Tho81, Tho82a]. axially [Per81].
azimuthal [The88].

B [NL85a, Bur81b, Bur84a, Con81b, NL85b, PF85, Win85]. **B5000** [Bur84b]. **B5000/B6000/B7000** [Bur84b]. Backward [Bal84]. Backward-directed [Bal84]. Balance [Lam89, Cod86b]. Balfour [RB82]. Ballistics [Rud83]. Band [El81]. Banded [Sch88a]. Bands [MW84a, MW84b]. Barbara [SMD84]. Barmajah [aHH83, McC85c]. Barrier [LO85a, LO85b]. Barron [LP85a]. Basado [DH84a]. Base [Gre81, Ano81a, BNZ87, Fri84, Rin83]. Based [BCM87, Bos88, GGLM88, GL90, Miz83, PP82a, Cal86, Cre89, DH82, DH83, EGP81, Gui88, Hur82, Is82, KS81b, Kip82, Lee85, PP82b, Roc86, Sho85, Wat82a, Wat82b, ZKG88, KS81a, RMFG85]. BASIC [RWA84, Rod84, WAD81, AB83, DHH84, DCH87, DCH88b, DCH88c, HK87a, HK87b, Kuc85, DCH85, Key81, LN87, Bro81b, CM81a, CM81b, CM84a, CM89, Ell82a, Ell82b, Fos85, Fog87, Fog88, Hua82, Res86, Rat89, Rel89c, Rel89a, Rao81a, Rao83, SS88, TS88, WG84, jYS89, Ber82a, Bru84, Cas81, CM84b, DG82, Dod83, Don81, DCH88a, mK84, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, LN88b, LN88a, Rao86a, Rao86b, Wo85, RWA84, Rod84]. BASIC/FORTRAN [jYS89]. Basis [BHk85, JBC82, HD85b].

Compilers
[ASU86, All84, DDH84, NE89, Dha88, Bur87, CDL88, CM81c, DH82, DH83, JH86, Pay84a, Pay84b, Uni82c, WM85b]. Compiling
[AKLS88, AJ88, DO86]. complete [HW86].
Complex
[Hig88b, Hig88a, Hig89, SH88].
complexation
[She89b].
Complexity
[RS89, Tan81b, Wit81].
component
[Int82e, Lam89].
composite
[Son83].
Compositional
[Moo86].
compositor
[HR83b, HR84a].
Compound
[HKP88, SMD84, SR84a, SDH84].
compound-nuclear
[SDH84].
Comprehensive
[Jai84, AEL+86, BR89a]. Compressed
[PLR85]. compressible
[EH81]. compressor
[Tho81, Tho82a].
Computation
[ACM89a, BL83, BRK+87a, BRK+87b, BRK+88, BKK+81, BBB+83, DR86, Gia89, Gon89, JH86, Pay84a, Pay84b, Uni82c, WM85b].
Computational
[AB83, Ano88a, Ano88b, KM89, Wan85, DGNP88a, DGNP88b, GG88, Wee86].
Computations
[CV88b, GF89, Her88, Rit89]. compute
[BHK+85, His83, Rap82b, Rap82c, Vu 89].
Computed
[Don82a, Don82b].
Computer
[Ame85d, AS88a, AS88b, AKLS88, AG87c, Bel89, BB82, BM81, Con85a, DB82a, Dav89, Geo86a, Geo86a, GL81, Gro83, HRC87, HL82b, IEC88, IEE81, IEE88a, ISO88, Jur86, LP85b, Mar81, Mor82, Rad81, Rad83b, Rad83a, Rao81b, Rao82, Rao86a, Rao86b, RG85, RB83, Rou83, Sim86, Tea81, WP84, Ame85c, Ame85a, AG87a, AG87b, BNZ87, Bod87, BT83, Boy84a, BS83, Cla89, Col82, CDHP86, Cra83, Cza83, DSCP88, Dun85b, Eva81, Fog85, Fog87, Fog88, GF89, Gra81a, Gui87, Hew85, Hel83, HMB+88, HF81, Hsi83, Int88q, IS84a, IS84b, Ame85b, Jol86, Jus88, KWM88, Kee88a, Key81, mK84, Kir85, LZ82, Le83, LD87, Lee85, MF84, McC81, McG87b, McM86, Rod87, Min88, Mul88, OR81, Res86, Rao81a, Rao83, RO85, RO86, Rib83, Rin83, Rub83, Sel83, Sav87, Sim85, Sim88b, Int88r].
computer
[Tou84, VSH83, VHS87, Wie86a, Wie86b, ZDS81a, ZDS81b, ZSD82a, ZSD82b, BW87a, CDW83a, CDW83b, LP85a, McG87a].
Computerized
[MCC85a, MCC85b].
Computerpraxis
[McC85a, McC85b].
Computers
[BL83, BD89, Cas81, Don81, Don84a, Don84d, Don85a, DD86, Don87b, Don88b, Don89, EBS88, Pol83, vDV86, CT88, CMM+88, DDDD89, Don83b, Don84b, Don85b, Don87a, Don88c, Hud88a, Hud88b, Kir89, Kri83, Lec89, McC86, Num84d, FW84, Roc86, RS87, Sch89a, Sho85, Swa84, van86, vM84a].
Computing
[AS88b, Bem84, Bow81, Chu88, DM87b, DM87a, Dye81, Gaf83b, Gaf83c, Gaf83a, McC84a, McC84c, MS88c, MS88b, MBP+85b, Moo88b, MS83, Nan81a, Nan81b, PCK84, PFTV86, Van82, VVV89b, VVV89a, ??88, AM89a, AS88a, AM89b, BS86b, BDJ+89, Hue83, Iwa84, JR81, KP86, McK83, MB81, MBP+85a, Pre88b, RS81, RS84, Sav87, Sun88a, TS88, Wat82a, Wat82b, Num88d].
concept
[Bor89, CM89, DH84a, FK84, Zwa85].
Concerning
[Mei87]. Concurrent
[LH88, Wee86, Ker82]. Condition
[Hig88b, Hig89a, Hig89]. Conditional
[EB88]. conditions
[BMS84, RMS82].
conductivities
[KWM88]. Conference
[Ano88a, Dav89, Ass86, IEE88a, LCMM88, Mor82, RH84b, POP82, Sof83b, Sof84, Usr82, Wri89, Wex81]. configuration
[CDW82, CDW84, Dav86]. Confined
[MHK86]. Confluent
[GN89].
conformational
[She89b]. Congress
[VV86]. congruential
[Gui88]. Conjugate
[DM89a, RV89, vDV86, LN89, van86].
Conjugate-gradient
[RV89, LN89].
Connection
[Flo89, AKLS88, SS88].
CONPAR [JR89]. Conserving [PFF83].
Considerations [PS81, RG85]. Constant [CCKT86]. constants [Bod87, BDS84].
Constrained [GHM+86, Sch86].
Constraints [HG82b, Zho89]. Construct [Stu81a].
Construction [Ano87e, ACM82, ACM84, Sch83a, Shi88, BP82, WD81a, WD81b, CGQS89, CR84, CSD82, Fra84b, FJ855, HS83, HM82, Hig86, IEC85, Rom81].
Contemporary [BKK+81, Rey80]. content [BMS84, RMS82]. Contingency [BKK+81, Rey80].
Contingency [HG82b, Zho89]. Construct [Stu81a].
Construction [Ano87e, ACM82, ACM84, Sch83a, Shi88, BP82, WD81a, WD81b, CGQS89, CR84, CSD82, Fra84b, FJ855, HS83, HM82, Hig86, IEC85, Rom81].
Controlled [CHH81, CHH83].
Controlled-Precision [CHH83]. convergent [Bar89, ZGS89]. Conversion [Bun86, Hus84, SW83, Aha85a, Aha85d, Hey85, Roc86, Sis85, Tei86, Uni82a].
Convert [AK82, AK81, Cre89]. Converter [Sal84]. converting [Gro89].
Convex [GHM+86, CGMW88, Mer88b, WSL88].
Convolution [AC86, Ess88]. Cookbook [Den84b, Den84a]. Cooperative [MSM84].
Core [BBF+82, CY89]. Corporation [Fed81, So83a]. correction [Gra86b, Tho84b, Tho84d]. Corrections [Hop81, SP84b, SP84c]. Correctness [BM81]. correlating [PM87]. correlation [DF88, DFD84, ISJ85, Kems85].
Correspondence [Hyb87, Pen83, Tan83b].
Corrigenda [DCHH88b, EP89].
Corrigendum [Dod83, Hig89]. Cost [Ric82a, BT88].
Count [WAD81, RWA84, Rod84].
Cycle [Ch84]. counting [CB86, CSD82, Wei84]. counts [Dal88b].
Coupled [KB85+86, WN87, CD82, CDW84].
coupling [Bai89]. courses [Ain89].
Course [Cal83, CM84b, Mon89b, Pre88c, Rat87, YS84a, Baj81, CM81a, CM81b, CM84a, EGP81, Gri85, HA83, HPR81, LD87, MSM84, MS81, Rat81, Rat86, RWA84, Rod84, Spe83, Tea81, WAD81, YS84c].
courses [Lee85, Ric82a]. Covariance [VVV9b, VVV9a]. covariates [CHT89].
covering [YM85]. CP [Hon81b]. CP-6 [Hon81b]. cpu [Hei83, Hoc85, Lan88].
CPU-benchmarks [Lan88]. Crash [Mon89b, ALPC88, ALPC88].
CRAY [Hoc85, AGS88, DE84, RS85, Tem89a, vdV85b, vdV85a, Bai87, Cal86, EBS88, Fon85, Gue86, KK89b, Pet83, Sch89a, hTD88, Tem89b, Wee89, WW89, ZM86].
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Descriptors [Hol87a, Hol87b]. Design [ADH+89, AU77, BA86, DNV81, DBFK89, GMPW79, Gol82b, Goo89, HS81, Hwa84, Jai84, Law83, MSA86, PS81, Rao86a, Rao86b, RG85, Rud83, Sch83b, Sch83a, Tsu85, Boo81, Bur86b, CTK85, D882, Ell81a, Ful87, Sel83, Sch82a, Van84c, Van85, WM85a].

Designing [Int86a, Rao81a, Rao83, Gra81a]. despiker [Eva81]. Detailed [BB82, DB82a].

detection [vC87, Whe84a, Whe84b].

determination [Gra86a, Tho84a, Tho84e, VH87, Wal85, Gra86a]. Determine [Cod88].

determining [Ack84, Bur86a, Rin83]. Developing [ASM89, DS86b, DS87b, H089, DDDG89, DS86a, DS87a, Ear85].
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[Bol89, BDR87, DGNP88a, DGNP88b, Sto85a, Sto85b], **EPEX/FORTRAN** [BDR87, DGNP88a, DGNP88b]. **equality** [Zho89]. **Equation** [Cal86, KW87b, KW87a, LK88, Sha87, CK86a, CMM+88, HK83, Sha89, Tan88]. **Equations** [Abd80, BA85b, BA85c, BA85a, Cas89a, Cas89b, CC82, Don84a, Don84d, Don85a, Don87b, Don88b, Don89, DR82, Gaf84, Hig91, Hop81, MHK86, MC80, Ste79, SS79, Ada89, Bow82, GtTB89, Don83b, DH84b, Don84b, Don85b, Don87a, Don88c, HL86a, HL86b, Hof87, HP89, IZP81, JB84, Pet89, Red86, Rei84a, RAKK88, dR87, Tod85, Uni84e]. **EQUEL** [Rel86, Rel88, Rel83, Rat89, Rel89c, Rel89b, Rel89d]. **EQUEL/FORTRAN** [Rel83]. **equilibrium** [NJLB81]. **Equipment** [Fed81, Lag85, Mul85, PF85]. **Equivalence** [Tan81a, Tan82]. **Erkennung** [San82]. **Error** [Whe84a, Whe84b, Bli89, JK83, Ott87]. **error-handling** [JK83]. **Erstellung** [Wie85]. **Erster** [CLW81]. **Essays** [KTW84]. **Essentials** [MS81, MS84a, She84, She89a, Smo89b, Smo89a, Edm86]. **estilo** [DH84a]. **Estimate** [Gaf83b, Gaf83c, Gaf83a]. **Estimating** [CGM84b, CGM84a, CGM85a, Hig88b, Hig88a, Hig89, CGM85b]. **Estimation** [Hig88b, Hig88a, Hig89, Mai81a, Mai81b, NM85, Szy87, TFH86, The88]. **estimator** [TSU88]. **estimators** [KW87b, KW87a]. **estructurada** [FK84, Zwa85]. **estructurado** [DH84a]. **ETA** [BK88]. **ETA-10** [BK88]. **Etter** [Cou85b]. **Euclidean** [Bll78]. **EUROCAL** [Dav89]. **European** [Dav89, LCMM88, RW86]. **EUSIPCO** [LCMM88]. **EUSIPCO-88** [LCMM88]. **evaluate** [Don83c]. **evaluates** [HM81, HM84]. **evaluating** [Lib87, IMS87c, IMS87e, IMS87h, IMS87i, IMS89d, IMS89c, Lib89b, IMS89j]. **Evaluation** [Arn82, AB89, Gaf84, GN89, Kim86, Rey80, Bli89, BDJ+89, BK88, DFD81, DFD84, Gul86, KWM88, Kee88a, Kie83, Kip82, MSM84, MHS81, Mil89, Ras84, hTD88, LZ82]. **evaporation** [Dav86]. **Event** [BCM87]. **events** [He83]. **everything** [Col87b]. **EVM** [SK83, Aka88, Bri85]. **evolution** [Van84b]. **EWALD** [Tho84a]. **Ewing** [For85]. **Exact** [MP86a, MP86c, MP86b, Dal88a, SPS84]. **EXAFS** [AI88, IA84]. **Example** [Pre88a, VTPF87, Vor89, Dun85b, Vet85, VTP89, VN89a, VN89b]. **Examples** [Spa85b, Spa85a, CV88a, RW85, Eve85]. **EXCHNG** [FW82, Ste76]. **EXCHQZ** [PCK84, Van82]. **excitations** [Fra84a, MSG86]. **Execution** [Ana87, BDR87, CC87, Poi87, Wie82, LH88]. **Executive** [Cro85b, Gri82, Cro85a, IBM89b]. **exemples** [Dub84]. **exercices** [Lig82b, Lig88c]. **Exercise** [EA87, HWS+88]. **exercises** [DV81]. **Exhibit** [Lee84c]. **existing** [Dha88]. **Expander** [SL82]. **Expansion** [JRS88a, JRS88b, AJ88, Gra84b]. **expansions** [Gro89, Rap82a]. **Experience** [Bri84, RS85]. **Experiences** [HG82a, HLM84]. **Experiment** [PD81, BCF+88, Wie83, Wyl86]. **experimental** [Gat82, War86]. **Experiments** [LG86]. **Expert** [KBRM+86, Miz83, CGQS89, Cre89]. **Explained** [MR87, MR89, MR88]. **explanation** [Don88a]. **Explicit** [LK88]. **Exploitation** [Re87a]. **exploiting** [MR86]. **exponent** [Int84b]. **exposures** [NE81]. **expression** [Uni83a]. **Expressions** [Köl82, Vel82]. **Extended** [DDHH84, DCHH87, DCHH88a, DCHH88b, DCHH88c, Int84b, WN87, WLO76, BCF+88, Con83b, DCHH85, HS83, HL82b, IBM88]. **Extension** [BRK+87a, BRK+87b, BRK+88, KW89, Sch89d, HT82, Hym82, Kul83, SAS86]. **Extensions** [Col83, Gre86, Ric84, Gra86a,
Forlib-Plus [Alp83].  
Form [AK82, AK87, WN87, AK81, Sal84, Dix85].

Formal [Ban88, Dob85]. formalized
[She82].

Format [BP81a, Dob81, Hus84, Pre89, BP81b, Gre88, Jac85b, Jac85a, OO86, Sal84, VN89b].

Formalized [Whi81a, Whi81b].

Formeln [Hof84].

Formelsammlung [EmR84].

formulae [Bod87, Min88].

formulas [Bar89].

FORSE [SL82].

FORSIG [Hym82].

Forth [Pou87].

FORTRAN [RO85].

FORTRAN [Abs88, BZ85, Bee82, Bee85b, BP81a, CwL83, Dig82f, Dig84j, Hel83, HS81, HT82, Int83c, Law83, MF84, MS88b, Mil87b, Num83c, Num84d, NEM84, RB82, RWA84, Rod84, Sch84c, Sch87c, SDC82, WAD81, Wu82a, Wu82b, Ame87b, X3J89, AL81a, Ano82a, Bee88, BB83, Con89, Cod86b, Col83, Con85a, Con85b, Edm86, Emb84, Eve85, GN89, Hei83, Hei85b, HV83, JL81a, KL83a, KL83b, KL85a, KL85b, KK89b, Kur85, Lah88a, Lam81, McC84c, McC85a, McC85b, MS88b, Mey84, MS84b, Mon82a, Mon82b, Nad86, Pre88a, Sch84d, Sch84e, Sch84b, Weh85, Whi89, Wie85, Wu83, AFN83, Ame85a, Ame87a, AU81a, Ass82, Ass83a, Abd80, Ack84, Ada84, Dha88, AM89a, Alb86, Afl88, All82, All84, All87, All90, Ano83a, Ano83b, hA84, And84a, And89, AG87b, Ano81b, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano84].

FORTRAN [Ano85b, Ano89, Ant81, ADP88, AEV87, Apo83, Apo86, AEL+86, Art81, AS89a, AS89b, As85a, As85b, Ash85c, Ash81a, AW82, AV84, Buc84, Buc86, Bac81, Bac84b, Bai89, Bai86, Bal84, BN87, BW87a, BS81a, BS81b, BCGS82, BGM83, BS81d, BS82, Bee81, Bel89, Bem84, BS81f, Ber88a, BSDIT87, Ber87, Ber82b, BS81g, BS88c, Bin85, BB84, BRK+87a, BRK+87b, BRK+88, Bod87, Boi81, BW84, BW87b, BDR87, BH89, Bor89, BA85b, BA85c, BT83, Boy84a, BS86c, Boy84b, Boy85a, Boy89a, BDS88a, BDS88c, BDS89, Br84, Bro84a, Bro84a, Bro89b, Bro89c, Bro89d, Bro81b, Bro83a, Bro82c, Bro83b, Br86, Buc81a, Buc81b, Buc82, BD80, Bur85a, Bur81b, Bur84b, Bur84a, Bur85b, Bur85d, Bur85c, Bur86c, Con81a, Con82b, Con82c, Con82d, Con82e, Con83b, Con83c, Con83d, Con84, Con85b, Con85d].

FORTRAN [Ano85c, Con86, Con87a, Con87b, Con87c, Con87d, Con87e, Cad84, Cal85, Can81, CW85, CW88, CW89, Cas89a, CL83, Cha83, Cha86a, Cha87b, cC84b, CB86, Chi85a, Chi85c, hC83, mCul88, Chu88, CSC+89, CHPS85, CW83, CGM85b, CDHP86, cv87, Con89a, Con89b, Con89c, Con89d, CA86, Con81, Con82c, CBS81, CB82, CM81a, CM81b, CM84a, CS84, CM89, CDW83a, CDW83b, DW85, CM81c, CM83b, CM86, Cro87b, Cro89a, Con88, Dig82b, Dig82c, Dig82e, Dig84a, Dig84b, Dig84c, Dig84d, Dig84f, Dig84g, Dig84h, Dig84i, Dig85a, Dig85b, Dig85c, Dig85d, Dig86b, Dig86c, Dig86a, Dig86d, Dig88a, Dig88c, Dat81, Dat84, Dat85a, Dal81, Dal88a, Dal88b, Dal89, DGNP88a, DGP88b, Dav82, Dav84b, DH82, DH83, Dav85, GtTB89, DFD81, DFD84, Del83, Den84a, Den82, Der82, Des89, DC89, DKG89, DM87b].

FORTRAN [DFK81, DFK83a, DFK83b, DFK88, DP84b, DP84c, Dig84k, DW83a, DW83b, DW84, Dir84, DV81, D83, Doh82, Don82a, Don82b, Don84a, Don84b, DE84, Don85b, DS87a, DCH88b, DCH88c, Don88c, DM89b, DPA87, D81, D82, D87, Dun87a, D88, Dun88b, Dun85b, Dun85a, Dur80, DLS84b, Ear85, Ed89a, Egg38, Ehi82, EH81, EK87b, Ell81a, Ell82a, Ell82b, Ell83b, EIT85, EP87a, EP89, Est82, ETA88, EGP81, Ett83b, Ett87, Eva81, Fed81, Fre83, Fed82b, Fed87b, Fog85, Fog87, Fog88, FDL86, For82b, FR82, Fra84a, Fra84b, FMH85, FK81, FK84, Fri84, Gaf83b, Gaf83c, Gaf84, GRB88, MD87b].
GGLM88, GL90, Mer86, Mer88a, Gat82, Gee86, GSZ88, GC84, GMW86, Gla88, GH87, Gol84, Goo89, Gra88, Gra86a, Gra86b, Gra86c, Gra84, Gre81, Gri82]. FORTRAN

[Gro89, GQ88, Gui81, GF81, Hew85, Hew86, H088, H181, HRC89, HK87a, HS83, Har86b, Har81, HMS2, Har85, H886, Hay86, Hec81, Hei84, H881, HPB84, H82b, Hig88b, Hig89, Hig91, HW86, HF81, HL86b, Hof87, HP89, Hon82, HB81, Hon81b, Hon85, HG83, Hou83, Hsi83, hH82, Hua82, kH84, HP82, Hud88a, Hud88b, Hue83, Hug84, aHH83, Hym82, Int82b, Int82c, Int82d, Int82e, Int82f, Int82g, Int82h, Int82i, Int82j, Int83b, Int83d, Int83e, Int83f, Int83g, Int83h, Int83i, Int84b, IR84, Int84c, Int84d, Int85b, IBM85, Int85c, Int85d, Int85e, Int85f, Int85g, Int85h, Int85i, Int86a, Int86b, Int86c, Int86d, Int86e, Int86f, Int86g, Int87c, Int87d, Int87e, Int87f, Int87g, Int87h, Int87i, Int88b, Int88c, Int88f, Int88h, Int88i, Int88j, Int88k, Int88l, Int88m, Int88n, Int88o, Int88p, IBM88, Int88q, Int89a]. FORTRAN

[Int89b, IBM89a, Int89c, Int89d, Int89e, Ion84, Int81e, IEC85, IEC88, IMS82, Lib84a, Lib84b, IMS84, IMS87a, Lib87, IMS87c, IMS87b, IMS87d, IMS87g, IMS87e, IMS87f, IMS87j, IMS87i, IMS87l, IMS87m, IMS87n, IMS878, IMS89a, IMS89b, IMS89c, Lib89a, IMS89d, IMS89e, IMS89f, IMS89g, Lib89c, Lib89b, IMS89h, IMS89m, IMS89i, IMS89j, IMS89k, IMS89l, ISO88, IS84a, IS84b, IS85, IZP81, Ame85b, Int85a, IA89, Iwa84, Jap82, JR81, JSW85b, Jan84, JC82, Jia86, JK82, Joh81, Joh83, Joh84, Joh87b, Joh87c, J88, Jus88, Kaa80, Ka85b, KP86, KWM88, Kee88a, Kee88b, KJ89, KD84a, K8d84b, Km85, Km87, KWK86, Ker82, K85b, K8a81, Kie86, KRY82b, KRY82c, Kip82, Kir89, KK89b, Kle89b, Kle89a, Kne81, KTW84, Knu84, K8f87, K8f88, KM89, KW89, K88e, K88s2b, KW84, Kuk83, sKCH81, hK85]. FORTRAN

[LZ82, Lag85, Lah86, Lam89, LB86, LD87, Lee84b, Lee84a, Lee85, Lee84c, LP85a, Ler83, LH81, Lew81a, Lew82a, Lew82b, LOU86, iL82, LC83, Lio85, LN87, LN88b, LO85b, LKM88, MAT89a, MAT89b, Mic83, Maa89, Mac81, mM84, Mai81a, Mai81b, Mai87, MRS84, Mai85, Man82, Mar82a, MR83, Mar83c, MP81, MMM85, Mat83a, Mat83b, Mac86, Mc86, L84b, MDC83, McG87a, McG87b, MG84, McK83, MP86a, MD88, Rod87, MP86c, Mer81, Met86, Met87b, Met89b, MH82, Mic81, MI82b, MI84, Mic84a, Mic84c, MZ84, Mic84d, Mic85c, Mic85b, Mic85a, Mic85e, Mic86, Mic87d, Mic87f, Mic87e, Mic87a, Mic87b, Mic87c, Mic88, Mic89a, Mic89b, Mic89c, Mic89d, MHS81, M182a, M888, Mon83, M89a2, M868, M8888a, MGH81b, Mor84, Mor81, M858, M888, M83a]. FORTRAN

[Mye83b, Num83a, Num83b, Num84a, Num84c, Num84d, Num87, Num88b, Num88c, Num88d, Num89a, Nag81a, Nag81b, Nag85, NL85a, Nan81a, NR85, Tha89c, Nic82, Nic85a, Nic85c, Noh84, NSB2, NL85c, NL85d, O’81, OO86, Osi82a, Oy84, Ott87, Owe86, Owe87, Pee84b, Pee84c, Pee84d, Pee85a, Pee85b, Pee85c, Pee85d, Pee85e, Pee86, Pee89, Pag83, PDA83b, Pag87, Par86a, Par86b, PBB88, Pat89, Pay84a, Pay84b, PM87, PA84, Per81, PS82, PS83, PCK84, PB86, PMBK82a, PM8K82b, PF85, Pol82, Pra89, PTV86, Pre87b, Pre89, PRL85, PP85, Res86, Rel83, Rel86, Rel88, Rat89, Rel89c, Rel89a, Rel89b, Rel89d, Rad83a, RRS88, Rao81, Rao83, Nap82a, Rap82b, Rap82c, Rat81, Rat86, Red86, Red82, RW85, RAKK88, Rid82a, Rid82b, dR87, Rin83, Rob82, RG85, Rok86, Rod86, RLS81, Rom81, Ros84]. FORTRAN

[RMS82, RH84b, RB83, Roy88, Rub83, Rus87, Rzy84, Sof83a, SH88, Sus83a, Sas81, Sau83b, Sau83c, SPS84, Sav87, Sch82a,
GB89, Gra84a, Gra81a, Gre88, Gre86, Gre85, GDK89, Gri85, GKYR82, Gro83, Gru88, Gue86, Gui87, Gul86, Gu87, Gu88, GPHL88, GPHL90, Hah87, HG82a, HR83a, HRC87, HAA83, HK87b, Har86a, HWS+88, Her81, HM81, HM84. **Fortran**

[HL82c, Hig88a, Hig86, Hil81, HO89, HL86a, HB83, Hon81a, HK84, Hop81, Hos88, HK83, HP81, HR83b, HR83c, HR84a, HR84b, HH85, Hur82, Int81a, Int81b, Int81c, Int81d, Int82a, Int83a, Int87a, Int87b, Int87a, Int88c, IBM87, IBM89b, Wor84a, IAI84, Ame89b, Int84a, Ism82, Jac85b, Jac85a, JS88, Jam86a, Jam86b, Jan88, Jes82, Joh85a, Joh85b, Joh86, Joh87a, JL81b, JC89, KW87b, KW87a, Kal85a, KK89a, Kan88, KB88, Kat82, Kav84, Ket82, Ket84, Ket85a, Key81, Kie83, mK84, Kim86, GKYR81, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, Kir85, KKK89, Kna84, K88a, KCS84a, KC84b, Kri83, KW87c, Kum86, La 87, Lah87a, Lah87b, Lah88b, Lah88c, Lah88d, Lam86, Lam84, Lan88, Lar81, Lau86, Lav83, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, Le83, LG86, LP85b, LN89, Leh86, Leh83a, Leh83b, Lei87, LHP87, LH87].

**Fortran**

[LB89, LW88a, LW89, Lev89, Lew81b, Lig82a, Lig82b, Lig84, Lig85a, Lig85b, Lig86c, Lig88a, Lin83, LP83, LP87, LS87, LS88, LN88a, Lud81, LCH88, LW88b, LO85a, Met89a, MS184a, Mar83a, Mar83b, MW83, Mar81, Mar83d, MW84a, Mas83, Mas87, MW84b, May89, McC81, MSR87, McC84a, MrC85c, MS88c, McDr85, Mk86, McN83, MO82, Mei84, MO84, Mei87, Mei88, Mei90a, Mei89c, MP86b, Mer88b, Met82, Met85a, Met85c, Met85b, MR87, Met87a, MR88, MR89, Met89c, MI82a, Mc84c, Mc84f, Mi84d, Mi84b, Mi87a, Mi88a, Mi88b, Mi87a, MA89, Mon89a, Mon82c, Mon89b, Moe85a, Moe81, Moe83, MM81, Moe82b, Moe85b, MC80, MGHL81, MSG86, Mos88, MT84b, Num84b, Num88a, Num86, Nai84, Nai86, NL85b, Nan81b, NSV1 , Nie85b, NE89, Nor83].

**Fortran**

[NL83, NL88, OM82, O’R81, OK87, Oli81, Oni85, Osi82b, Pad85, PDA83a, Pag84, PDA86, Pag88, Pal86, PB84, Pee84a, PD81, PA83, Pe83, Pe87, Pol81, Pol83, Pol87, PS84, Pre87a, Pre88c, PP82a, PP82b, Pru87, Pry84, Rad81, Rad83b, Rai84, Rao82, RV84, Rao86a, Rao86b, Rao87, RRC89, RRS84, Rat87, RO86, RZ89a, RZ89b, Rei84a, Rei84b, Rei87a, Rei89a, Rei89b, Rey80, Rie84, Ric82b, Rid82c, Rob83, RV87, Ros87, Rou83, Rou86, RS81, RS84, Rul83a, Rul83b, Rkc84, Rya86, SAS86, SIG84, Sel83, Sal84, SM84, S83a, S83b, S83c, SK86, Sch82d, Sch89c, Sch89b, SM88a, SM88b, Sch89d, Sch89f, Sch89b, SB83, See81b, Ser85, Ser89, SMD84, SR84a, SD84, She84, She89a, She82, She78, SSS84c, Sim88a, Sim88b, SC83, SP84a, SW83].

**Fortran**

[Sm81, SS82, S83c, S85c, S85a, S87a, S87b, S88a, S88b, S89a, S89b, Sol89, Sum86, Son83, Spa85b, Spa85a, Spe85, SS87b, SR87, SR84b, SP87, Ste79, Ste76, Str82, Stu81a, Sun88a, Sus86, SS79, Szy87, Tan86, Tan81a, Tan82, hTD88, TF86, Te86, Ter87, TM81c, Tho86a, TW87, Tou84, Tri84, (??87, Tri89, TF86, TW88, Tuc86, Tur86, Un87, Uni85b, Uni84c, Uni84d, Uni84c, Uni88, Uli85, Ul86, Vag89, Val85, VV89a, Vet85, VTPF87, VPH82, VSH83, vdV85b, vdV86, Wor84b, Wag84, Wag85, Wat85, Web85a, Web85b, Wei89, WW89, Wei85, Wei89a, Wei89b, WS84, Whe84a, Whe84b, Wid88, W87a, WP84, Wis81, Wol85, Woon89, Wor88, Wor89a, Wor89b, Wu83, WLO76, Wyl86, Ame87e, ANS89, You82, hY82, Zho89, Zoh84, d84].

**Fortran**

[vdV85a, vMF81, vM84a, vM84c, vMF84, vM84d, vMT84, SM84b, vM84e, vM84f, FC83, SF8381, Wi87b, Bis81].

**FORTRAN-10** [Dig85a].

**FORTRAN-10** [Dig85a].

**FORTRAN-C** [Hay86, Ene87].

**FORTRAN-86** [Int85a, Int84a].

**FORTRAN-90** [Hay86, Ene87].
FORTRAN-Coded [vvHG87a, vvHG87b].
Fortran-fibel [KW87c]. Fortran-IV [SDH84]. FORTRAN-Lexikon [Ehi82, Ano82a], FORTRAN-like [Whi81a, Whi81b, HL82c].
FORTRAN-orientiertes [Dah81]. Fortran-preprozessor [Els82]. Fortran-Programmen [Wie85, Wid88].
Fortran-Programmpaket [Kna84]. Fortran-Programmen [Wie85, Wid88].
Fortran-Programms [Bur81a]. Fortran-Routinen [Wis81]. FORTRAN-SC [BRK87a, BRK88, KW89].
Fortran-to-Pcode [CCN79]. FORTRAN/ [DLS84b, Hew86].
Fortran/2 [Ano87b, Int87b, IBM87]. Fortran/77 [DLS84a].
Fortran/ANSI [KK89b]. FORTRAN/WATFOR/WATFIV [BS81d]. FORTRAN77 [Mic85d].
FORTRANe [BZ85]. FORTRANHybrid [RAK88]. Fortrans [Aha85b].
FORTRANSC [CCN79]. FORTRAN/ [DLS84b, Hew86]. Fortran/2 [Ano87b, Int87b, IBM87].
FORTRAN/77 [DLS84a].
Fortran/ANSI [KK89b]. FORTRAN/WATFOR/WATFIV [BS81d].
Garbage [Ch84]. gas [BT83, BRS84, DS82, KWM88, Kee88a, LKM88, Rom81].
gas-phase [KWM88, Kee88a]. GASP [Hur82].
gauge [Lam89].
Gaussian [PW84, She78]. GDR [Dav89].
GENCOL [HMR85a]. GENCOV [CCHT89].
Generation [CCHT89, MB82, Vel82, vVHG87a, Bat85, BT83, BRS89, Cas89c, CGS89, EML88, Gat85, Gro89, IS84a, IS84b, Red86, SR88, Tan86, Tan88, Wan86, vVHG87b, VMS81].
generations [Vu89]. Generator
data [Gui89, Han87, MR83, Sch79, Gui88, HR83c, HR84b, Mil89, Mye83a, Mye83b, Smi85b, Wal81, Wee89, WW89]. Generatoren [Jan88]. generators [Ras84], GENTRAN [Bat85, Gat85]. geochemical [BNZ87]. geodetic [Ack84]. geographic [BT83]. geological [Cre89, SDC82]. GEOMAN [SDC82]. geomechanics [SPS84, SS87a, Sav87]. geochemical [FS86a]. geometries [And84a]. geometry [Owe87]. geothermal [Rap82b, Rap82c]. geothermometers [Rap82b, Rap82c]. German [HS81, RAKK88]. Germany [RW86]. gestion [TR84], get [Wie89]. GetData [Mai87]. Getting [Dav81b, Wag85]. GF [PW84]. given [BT83, Boy84a, Gra86a, Hii82a, Hii82b]. giving [Tho84e]. GKS [IEC88, ISO88, Ame85a, Ame85d, BB86, Cha86a, Int88q, Ame85b, Int88r, Thu86, VLV+86]. Global [Ell82c, Ell82d, GMW86, Acker84, JT88]. GMD [BH89]. Go [Dav84b, Bal84]. Goddard [Bro89a, Bro89b, Bro89c, Bro89d]. Good [Ano88c, Smi88c, Dun85b]. Goveorite [Rai84]. GPSS [HS81, HV83, MS84b, Sch84c, Sch84d, Sch84e, Sch84b, Ame87e, HS81, Hei85b, Jan88, Lee84a, Sch82d, Sch87a, Sch87b, Sch88b, Ber84b].

GPSS-FORTTRAN [HS81, Sch84c, HV83, MS84b, Sch84e, Sch84b, HS81, Sch87a, Sch87b, Ame87e, Jan88, Sch82d, Ber84b].


grading [Lee85]. Grafik [MF84]. grains [Art81, Col89a, Col89b]. Grand [Hor83b].

granichnykh [Sko88]. Graph [Mar82b, YHKM89]. Graphic [HG82a, GRB88, Int82f, VLV+86].

Graphical [Ame85d, ISO88, JL81b, Nag81a, Ame85a, Int88q, Ame85b, JL81a, Nam81, Num85a, Nag85, Int88r, Ame85c, IEC88]. graphically [HM82]. Graphics [Ame85d, AG87c, BB83, Egg83, IEC88, Rag86, Ame85c, Ame85a, Adv86, AG87a, AG87b, BR89a, BDS89, Har86b, Int86c, ISO88, Int88q, Ame85b, Kli89, Mac81, Pat89, Int88r, Wie86a, Wie86b].

Graphische [Ger83]. gravimetric [Rap82a]. gravitational [SB83a, SBJ83b]. gravity [For85, JR81, SPS84, Web85a, Web85b].


GSS-DRIVERS [Gra85]. GSYLV [KW87b, KW87a]. GSYLV- [KW87b].

Guide [Bre81, Dig84a, Den82, GHM+86, IBM86, Pag84, Phi78, Pre88c, Rid82c, Sym85, Sym86, Sym88, AD84, Apo83, AVF85, Buc84, Ber85a, BW84, BW87b, Bur85a, Bur85b, Con81a, Con82a, Con82c, Con82e, Cal85, CB86, CDW83a, CDW83b, DW85, Dig82b, Dig82e, Dig84e, Dig84h, Dig84i, Dig85c, Dig85d, Dig86d, DW83b, Dir84, Ett83a, Fre83, Fed82a, Fog85, Fog87, Fog88, FE82, GC84, Gil86, Gue86, HO88, Hon81b, Int81a, Int81b, Int82c, Int82g, Int83d, Int85h, Int86c, Int86g, Int87c, Int87e, Int87g, Int87i, Int88b, Int88c, Int88e, Int88h, Int88g, Int88m, Int88o, IBM88, Int88d, Int89b, Int89e, IS84a, IS84b, IS84j, Int84a, Int85a, Jol83, Kle89b, Kle89a, Lew82b, Mar81, Mar82a, MSR87, Mer81, Mic84c, Mic85c, Mic87d, Mic87f, Num84c, Num88b, Obi85, Pag83, Pag88, Phi86, Res86, Rei83, Rei86, Rei88, Rat89].

guide [Rel89c, Rel89a, Rel89b, Rel89d, Rid82a, Rid82b, Sun85, Sun86a, Sun86b, Sun88b, Tan83a, Tan85a, TMJCS81, Tew81, Uni82a, Uni83c, Uni84c, Uni86b, WB85, YS84a, YS84c, Zho89]. guide/release [Dig82b, Dig84e, Dig85c]. Guidebook
CDW83b, DW83b, Ehi82, Fuo86a, GSZ88, Int82e, Int83b, Int83c, Int86b, Int87b, Int88c, Wor84a, Joh86, Kir85, KM83, LB86, Lee84c, LOU86, LS88, Mar81, MS88a, McG87a, McG87b, Num84d, Pat89, Pee84a, RRS88, RV89, RMFG85, RG85, RB83, Rou83, Sof83a, Sam81, Ser89, Tei86, TPS88, Div85, Wor84b.

IBM-PC [LB86, Div85].

IBM-PC-based [RMFG85].

IBM/ [Ehi82].

IBM/Amdahl [CB82].

ICL [Gro87].

ICL-DAP [Gro87].

ICON [Dir84].

Ideas [Bee81]. identical [BS84].

identification [Uni86a]. identify [MSG86, Bur86a]. identifying [Uni86a].

IEEE [Fat82a, Fat82b]. IFIP [Wri89]. II [Fed81, Tea81, Bac81, CM81b, Hei84, Joh81, Kri83, MW84b, Num84b, Oo86, She89b, Wal3]. III [Ano88a, Bac81, Int85b, PRL85, SMD84, She89b]. ILOD [NL85b, NL85a]. ILOD- [NL85a, NL85b].

illustriert [CT88]. Illustrating [Alc82, Alc83a, Alc83b]. illustrations [Joh81]. illustre [Str82, Str85]. im [Ger83, Ha81, San82]. IMACS [VV86].

image [Pra89, Pra89]. imaged [Per81].

Impact [Gre84, CT85]. implement [Gra86b]. Implementation [ACK86a, Ash85a, Ban78, COL84a, DCH87, DCH88a, DBFK89, HOS99, KAH80, MTS82a, Pou87, Sha8a, Sus86, Tha89a, Tha89b, ACK86b, Art81, Ash85b, Ash85c, BH89, Bur86b, Cha86a, Dav82, Gat82, Jia86, Ker82, Kie83, Lee83, MD88, Min88, Mye83a, Mye83b, NSB2, PMB82b, PMB82b, RMFG85, Ril83, TFH86, Tod85, Wat86].

Implementations [vdV86, KTW84, Knu84, van86].

implemented [Joh86, MTS84a, MM85, PW84].

Implementierung [Mey84, Ste87, Sch84f].

Implementing [MR83, Gra81a].

Implications [Fat82a, Fat82b]. impress [TW87]. Impresslib [TW87]. Improve [CT86b, CT86a]. Improved [HL82c, PFF83, VLV+86].

Improvement [Pie85, Bro82b]. Improving [Don82a, Don82b, Hon82].

IMSL [Ano84, Lib84a, Lib84b, Lib87]. in- [Mul83].

In-line [Wii87a]. inbreeding [Vu 89].

includes [Dig85b]. Including [BL83, Edg89b, Bai85, Edg89a].

Incomplete [DM87b, DM87a].

Independent [Bee85b, Ric86, SAB88, FF84, KJM89].

Index [EBS88, Dal89, Int82].

indicators [BS86b]. indices [Bro85].

Indirect [DD86].

Industrial [IEC85, Kne81].

inelastic [CT88]. inequality [Zho89]. infiltration [BMS84, RMS82]. inflow [Red86].

Informatik [MF84].

Informatica [Ano87d].

infrared [MW84a, MW84b].

ingenieria [Bor89].

INGRES [Rel86, Rel88, Rat89, Rel89c, Rel89a, Rel89b, Rel89d].

INGRES/EQUEL [Rel88, Rat89, Rel89a, Rel89b, Rel89d].

INGRES/EQUEL/C [Rel88].

INGRES/EQUEL/FORTAN [Rel86].

INGRES/QUEL [Rel89d].

INGRES/SQL [Rel89d].

Iniciacion [Dav85].

Initial [Cas89a, Cas89b, EP87a, EP89, Hig91, BMS84, CR84].

initial-value [CR84].

initialization [Per83b].

Initiation [Dub84].

inner [SP84b, SP84c].

inner-zone [SP84b, SP84c].

INPROG [Smi85b].

Input [BP81a, Gab89, Gra81b, BP81b, Mei89b, OO86, Smi85b, Tho86b, Wil87a].

input/output [OO86, Wil87a].

Insecurities [CA86].

insertion [Zak84].

Instabilitaten [RAKK88].

instabilities [RAKK88]. installation
[BS83, Dig82b, Dig84c, Dig85c, Int83i, Int85d, Int85f, Int88k, Int88l, IBM89a].

instantaneous [Joh85b].

Institutionalization [Ada84]. Instruction [Mil82b, Joh84, Le83, Lee85, MP81, Wei84, Wie82]. instructional [Sul2]. Instructions [BB82, DB82a, Ano85b].

Instructor [APD86, BS81f, BW84, BW87b, BGG85b, DH82, DP84c, Ett83a, HB81, Mar83b, MSR87, McC84c, MS88b, Moo82a, Nic85c, PDA83b, RZ89b, Wei86a, WB85, CM83b].

Instrumentation [Bli89]. insurance [McK83]. INTCOL [HMR85b]. Integer [BW89]. Integral [BA85b, BA85c, BA85a, Sha87, Sha89, Bar89, Bau88, dB82b, dB84]. integralnykh [Sko88]. Integrals [AB89, Car87, Car88a, Car89b, EBS88, Gen82, KP86]. integrated [ALPC88, Tho84b, Tho84d, Wat82a, Wat82b]. Integrating [Gol81, Col89a, Col89b]. Integration [SSS84a, SSS84b, SSS84c]. INTEL [HK87a, BH89, Ess88]. INTEL8087 [HK87b]. Intelligence [Gus84, IEE88a]. intensities [Tho84d]. intensity [Tho84b, Tho84c]. Interaction [PLR85, Dal86b, Nai86]. Interactions [EW87, vM84c]. Interactive [AL81b, CC84a, GM83, McC81, McC86, Sis85, You82, Ack84, AL81a, ADP88, BKK+89, Gre88, Har86b, Int82b, Int82c, Int82d, Int84d, Int85e, Int86e, Int87c, Int87g, Int88c, Int88m, IBM89b, Kir85, Nor83, P882, P883, Sm88d, SDC82]. Interbattery [HP882]. Interchange [AK84].

Interchangeability [RH84b]. Interface [And84b, BHY80, Did86, Dix85, GE85, Fm86, Huc83, Nor83, SIR82a, SIR82b, TW87]. interfaces [Int88i, Int88j, Int89c]. Interfacing [All90, Egg83]. interfering [Wal85]. Interim [MSG86, Tan85b].

Intermediate [Pem83, SW83, TvSS82, BG84]. internal [Car88b, Cra83, RS87, DJM87]. International [ACM89a, Ano88a, Ano88b, Cou85a, Gia89, Gon89, Ass86, IEE88a].

interplanetary [Col89a, Col89b]. Interpolation [Dur80, Ren84, Uni84d]. Interpolatory [EK87b, EK87a]. interpret [vM84d, vM84f]. Interpretation [Boe87, For85, Uni83a]. Interpreter [OK87, Ch885, Rom81, Zim86]. Interpreters [ACM87, Wex87]. Interpretive [ACM87, Wex87]. Interprocedural [ACK86a, CCK86, CK88, Har89, ACK86b, CCK85]. Interprozedurale [Wid88]. Interrupted [Wil83]. Interval [Moo88b, Dm87a, DZ88]. interview [Tay86]. Introduccion [CS84, CM89, HRH81, HRC89, FK84].

introducing [SL82]. Introduction [AAH89, Ban88, Cas81, DF89, Don81, Dyc81, DSL84a, GY82, Gra84a, Gus84, HR83a, HRC87, HYP87, Huh88a, Huh88b, Key81, KC84a, KC84b, Lam86, Law83, McD83, McD85, Moo82a, Moo88a, Mou86, SM88a, SM88b, Spe83, Sto85a, Bol89, DcF89, DSL84b, Oli81, Tuc86].

Introductory [Der82, LD87, Num84c, Num88b, Ric82a].


inzynierskiej [Rzy84]. ion [PFF83].

iterates [Zho89]. Iteration [CC87].
Iteration-level [CC87]. Iterative [ET86, GKRY82, KGRY81, KRYG82b, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, Gin82, GQ88].
ITPACK [GKRY82, KGRY81, KRYG82b, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d]. IV [Ano82a, VMS81, AL81a, AL81b, AEL+86, Aya84, CK86b, CwL83, Col83, Col82, DM87c, Dre81, Ehi82, FGH81, Got84, GB83, Gra86a, HR81, Gin82, GQ88].
IV-PLUS [Ano82a, Ehi82]. IV.0 [BGCS82]. J [KM83]. Jackson [Rei89c]. Jacobian [CGM84b, CGM84a]. Jacobians [vvHG87a, vvHG87b]. JACEF [Hil82a, Hil82b]. Jazyk [Os82b]. jazykami [Os82b]. jen [K85]. jezyku [Rzy84]. JIS [Mor84]. John [Edm86, Rei87b, Rei87d, Rei87c, Rei89c]. Joint [Urs82]. Journal [BR89b, For89, Aho81a]. Jovanovich [KC84b]. JOVIAL [Sch82a]. July [Con89, So83b, Urr82]. June [Dav89, Mor82, So84, Van84a, Wex81, Wex87].
KAP [LCH+88]. kappa [AM89a].
Katzakidis [BD80]. KERMIT [Col84a]. kernal [Ame85a, Ame85b]. Kernel [Ame85c, Ame85d, Bro84a, HWS+88, IEC88, ISO88, HMB+88, Int88q, Int88r]. KERNELS [VMS81, McM86, MSG86]. Key [Bur84c]. Keyboard [DF89, DC89]. Keyword [Gra81b, Tho86b]. Keywords [Ham85, HM89, RH84a]. kihon [To82]. kill [Aha85b]. Kind [Car87, Car88a, Sch89f].
kinetics [BDS84, KJM89, LKM88]. kipon [Vu 89]. kipop [BBuC84]. kisai [hA84].
Kit [Sym85, Sym86, Sym88, Dig84]. km [SJB83a, SJB83b]. know [Bro81b, Col87b].
Knowledge [DK84, Cre89]. knowledge-based [Cre89]. Ko [hK85, Cha83]. Konfidenzintervalle [Sch82c].
kou [mT82b, fY84]. kraevykh [K88]. Kryptographie [MF84]. Kung [Cha83]. kurs [HR81]. kyan [mK84].
L [Hos88]. L-moments [Hos88]. label [ZSD82a]. Laboratories [Hue83].
Laboratory [Nob84]. LABPLT [ZSD82a]. Lader [Hei83]. Lagrange [Gen82]. Lake [So84]. lamina [Kee86b]. laminate [Son83].
Langage [AFN83, Dav84a, Ass83b, Lig82a, Lig85a, Lig88a]. Langages [Ber82a]. Langley [HL82b]. Language [ADH+89, BB82, Con89, DB82a, Egg83, Fat82a, Fat82b, GJ82, Jap82, Lei87, LS85, MT82a, Ric86, SAB88, Ame87a, AC87, Ame87c, Aha85c, All87, Apo86, BGM83, BS81g, BGS84, BUR84a, Con83c, Con84, Con85b, Con87a, Con87b, Con88a, CRV+89, Dig82d, Dig82e, Dig84g, Dig85d, Dig86b, Dig88a, FF84, Goll81, Hur82, Int82h, Int83c, Int85g, Int86f, Int87d, Int87h, Int88f, Int88n, Int89a, Int89d, Int81e, IEC88, ISO88, Int88q, Ame89b, Joh86, Lah88b, Lah88c, Le83, Lee85, Mic83, Mer81, Mer85, Mic87d, Roy88, SAS86, SMA83, Snu88, Snu89, Int88r, Te86, Tha82, Vag89, Wag84, Wan84, Wee86, Ame87e].
language-sensitive [Dig85d]. Languages [Bro84a, GPKK82, GPKK84, Hor83a, Hor83b, ML87, PS81, Pra84, POP82, Sam81, SAN+81, Fog85, Fog87, Fog88, Mul83, PZA86, Res86, Rao81b, Wex81].
Laplacian [GGLM88, GL90, HK83]. Laplaza [Sk88]. Large [AEV89, Bla87, Coc83, GKRY82, HWS+88, KGRY81, KRYG82b, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, Mar84b, Rei84b, Rey80, Sch88a, dEV93, BS83, GL81, GDK89, Gui88, Hon85, LN89, Rei84a].
Large-Scale [HWS88, LN89]. Laser [Owe87]. Latin [IS84a, IS84b]. Lattice [HL82b, HM81, HM84]. Lattices [DM89b]. Layers [EH81]. Layout [MF84]. LDEC [MSM84]. Learned [Bro89a, Bro89b, Bro89c, Bro89d]. Learning [CSD83, Gee86, Gre85, Int86c, Bel84, Can81]. Least [GHS86, TU81]. Least-squares [GHS86]. Least-squares lecture [Joh84]. Lectures [Pet87]. Left [Vel82]. Leipzig [Dav89]. Length [CK86a, HS86]. Lenguaje [CS84, FK84]. Lessons [Bro89a, Bro89b, Bro89c, Bro89d]. Let [Aha85b]. Letter [CF85, Eve84, Knu84]. Level [Fat82a, Fat82b, Mar81, Sam81, Adv86, Bur85b, Bur85d, Bur85c, Bur86c, Cha86a, CC87, Ell82a, Ell82b, FFS4, Gra84b, Hon81b, Mul83, RW89, Spe82, Spe85]. Level-surface [Gra84b]. Levels [SDH84]. Levin [Gro89]. Lexically [BGS82]. Lexicographic [Wil83]. Lexikon [Ano82a, Ehi82]. LFP [CBS81, CB82]. Li [Rai84]. LIB99 [Con86, Con87c]. Libraries [BS83, CM81c, IMS87a, IMS89a]. Library [Ano87a, BD89, Egg83, GMPW79, HL86b, IMS89a, IMS89m, MAT89a, MAT89b, Num83a, Nag81a, Nag85, Phi87, Ser85, Ser89, Wuo89, WLO76, Adv86, Ano82d, Ano84, BJ81a, BJ81b, BJ84a, BJ84b, Cha87b, Cra89b, Dig85e, GT889, DDDD89, Fra84b, GC84, HL86a, Ho87, HP89, HP88, Int81c, Int81d, Int82i, Int83f, Int83h, Int84c, Int84d, IBM85, Int85c, Int85d, Int85e, Int85g, Int86d, Int86f, Int87d, Int87h, Int88f, Int88n, Int89a, Int89d, IMS82, Lib84a, Lib84b, IMS84, IMS87g, IMS87e, IMS87j, IMS87h, IMS87i, IMS87l, IMS87m, Lib89a, Lib89c, Lib89d, Jac85b, Jac85a, Lee85, Lio85, Num83b, Num83c, Num84a, Num84d, Num87, Num88a, Num88b, Num88c, Ott87, Pee84b, Pee84c, Pee84d, Pee85d, Pee85e, Pee86, Pee89, Pay84a, Pay84b, Phi86, dR87, Som86, TW87, dZ86, IMS87a, IMS87c, IMS87b, IMS87d, IMS87f, IMS87k, IMS87n, IMS89b, IMS89c, IMS89d]. Library [IMS89e, IMS89f, IMS89g, IMS89h, IMS89i, IMS89j, IMS89k, IMS89l, IMS89n, IMS89a, IMS88a, Wti89]. Library-based [Lee85]. Life [Ols83]. Life-time [Ols83]. Lifecycle [Not89]. Lifiting [Wal85]. Like [HL82c, Wti81b, Wti81a]. Likelihood [IA89, Mai81a, Mai81b]. Lincoln [CBS81, CB82]. Line [PB86, BR89a, Col82, HS86, The88, Wti87a, Wti81]. Line-length [HS86]. Linear [Abd80, BD89, Cal86, Cra86a, DFK83a, DFK83b, DFK88, DF82, Dod83, Dom83a, DS84, DHH84, Dom84a, Dom84d, Dom85a, DHH87, Dom87b, DHH88a, DHH88b, DHH88c, Dom88b, Dom89, DR82, ET86, GS81, GM86, Gre86, GR82, HK87a, HK87b, Hop81, KGRY81, KGRY82, KGRY82a, KGRY82d, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, LN88b, LN88a, Mar82b, Rei84b, Sme81, Wti85, Ada89, ADP88, BT88, CK88, CMM88, DDDD89, DF81, Dom83a, DH84b, Dom84b, DHH85, Dom85b, Dom87a, Dom88c, DA87, Fra84a, HL86b, Ho87, HP89, LN87, Mel88, Min88, MSG86, Num88a, O81, PM87, RRS88, Rei84a, dR87, SS82, Tes85, Web85a, Web85b, Zoo89, ADP88, DA87]. Linear-time [GS81, Min88]. Lines [EIT85]. Linguagem [Cad84]. Linguaggio [SS87b]. Link [GDK89]. Linpack [DS84, Dom88a]. Liquids [VH87]. Lisp [LH88, Boy84b, KS81b, KS81a, NS82, OS83, Sch82a, BGS82]. LISP-based [KS81a, KS81b]. List [RAK88]. Listing [War86, ZGS89]. Livermore [Hug84, McM86, hTD88]. Load [Dav84b, CB86, Rod87]. Load-and-Go [Dav84b]. Loan [Rit89]. Local [Cal86, PLR85, GS81]. Local-memory-based [Cal86]. Locality [MRS84]. Location [DM87, Whe84a, Whe84b, ZSD82a, ZSD82b]. Locations [Bo84a, GS81]. Log [IA89]. Logarithmic [O81]. Logic [Gol82b, GS84, Lew81b, WN87, Lew81a].
The text content of the provided image is not clearly visible due to the low resolution and quality of the scan. Please provide a higher resolution image or a clearer version of the document for a more accurate natural text representation.
Marwick [RB82]. März [Wös82].
Maschinen [Sto84a, Sto84b].
Maschinen-unabhaengige [Sto84a, Sto84b]. Mass [Con81b, Iwa84].
masses [Iwa84]. master [Int82j]. masters [Nic85c].
mastery [EGP81].
mastery-based [EGP81]. maszyn [Rzy84].
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Mel88, Pet89, RAKK88, SPS84]. Solutions [JSW85b, Mil87b, NL85d, Rei84b, Tel82, Adm85, RO85, RO86]. Solve [Sch88a, HS86, HK83]. Solver [LK88, Sha87, Sha89]. Solvers [ET86, RRS88]. Solving [BS81a, BS81b, BS81c, BL83, BS81e, Boi84, Boi87, BA85b, BA85c, BA85a, Cas89a, Cas89b, Col87a, CC82, CMM+88, DFK83a, DFK83b, DFK88, Dl85, DM84, DS84, DR82, DLS84a, Edg89b, Ett84a, Ett84b, Gre86, GKY82, Hah87, Hig91, HB83, Hon81a, JW86, KW87b, KW87a, KGR81, KRYG82b, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, Kre86a, MHK86, Nan81b, NL83, Rei84b, BZ85, BS81f, BW84, BW87b, DFK81, DLS84b, Edg89a, Ett85, FK88, FK81, FK82, HB84, HB81, IMS82, Lib84a, Lib84b, Lib87, IZ81, KF87, KFR88, Lew81a, Num84d, Nan81a, Rei84a, Sch86, Smi85d, SF8881, Tod85, VC89, Zho89, Lew81b, Sni85e].

Some [Gaf84, GQ88, JW86, LR89, MR86, Mul83, Pal86, Bar89, Car88b, Ch85b, Rei89a, Rei89b, RS87, TMS88a, TMS88b, VC89]. sort [ZDS81a]. sorting [Car88b, Hig96, Hon83, RS87]. sound [Jam86a, Jam86b]. Source [Bod87, KK89a, FE82, Kir89, Mye83a, Mye83b, Sis85, Wal81, ZG889]. Sources [Cow84, Dal88b]. sous [LB89]. sous-ensemble [LB89]. sous-programmes [TR84]. SP [DW83b, Int88b]. Space [Pal86, BHK+85, Zak84]. Space-filling [Pal86]. Spaces [S88S4c]. spall [RS84, RS81]. spalling [RS81, RS84]. Sparse [CGM84b, CGM85a, DR82, Gre86, GKY82, KGRY81, KRYG82b, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, She78, BHK+85, CGM84a, CGM85b, GL81, Mel88, Num88a, Par84]. Spath [Eve85]. Spearman [Kem85]. special [IMS87a, Lib87, IMS87c, IMS87j, IMS87h, IMS87i, IMS89d, IMS89e, Lib89b, IMS89f, Kem87]. species [Mal85].

Specifically [BB82, DB82a]. Specification [BBG82, BKB83, BB84, Gab89, SAS86]. Specifications [Dix85, RW89]. Specified [PCK84, Van82, BT83, Tho84a]. spectra [CSC+86, Kie86]. spectral [Wyl86]. spectroscopy [Abe89]. Spectrum [PCK84, Van82, VM84a]. Speed [Hus84]. Sperry [Uni84d, Uni84e]. Spezialprozessors [Wis81]. Spezifischen [RS82]. Spezifischer [San82]. spherical [Jam86a, Jam86b, MW84b, Rap82a, d8B2b, d8B4]. spin [SDH84, VMF81, VMF84, VM84d]. spin-echo [VM84d]. SPINC2 [Uni88]. SPINC2/SPINS4 [Uni88]. SPINS4 [Uni88]. spiral [KS82b]. Spline [Ano82b, Ano85c, Dur80]. splines [Ano87a, PS84]. SPOC [Lag85, Mul85, PF85]. spring [Art81, Iwa84]. spring-mass [Iwa84]. SQL [Rei88, Rat89, Rei89a, Rei89b, Rei89d].

SQSIMUL [BSdlT87]. Square [BBF82, VV89b, VV89a]. Square-Well [BBF82]. squared [Wat82a, Wat82b]. squares [GHM86, TU81]. Squeezing [DE84, BSdlT87]. sravnenie [Osi82a, Osi82b]. St. [Wex87]. Stability [PFF83, EH81, Hua82, Red86, Thu86]. Standard [Bee85b, Com89, DH82, DH83, Don84a, Don84d, Don85a, Don85b, Don88b, Don89, Fat82a, Fat82b, For82a, FR82, Snea88, Ass82, Ass83a, AR87, BP81b, CR84, Don83b, Don84b, Don85b, Don87a, Don88c, Kne81, Lah87a, Met87a, RB82, Sal84, Wei86a, Wei86b, Ame85c, Ame85a, Ame87a, Ame87c, Ame87d, BS81g, BP81a, DH84a, EmR84, Ame85b, Ame89b, Ame87e]. Standard-Fortran-programmen [EmR84]. Standardization [Gre84, Int87a, Met89c].

standardized [ISJ85]. standards [Uni83b]. Stanford [Wri89]. stark [Nai84]. start
FW82, Gaf84, GN89, Hop81, IEC81, MGSH1b, MGSH1a, PCK84, SR86, Ste76, Van82, VV89b, VV89a, Alb86, Ano84, CGM85b, Dun85a, IMS84, IMS87a, Lib87, IMS87c, IMS87d, IMS87g, IMS87e, IMS87f, IMS87j, IMS87h, IMS87i, IMS87l, IMS87m, IMS87n, IMS89a, IMS89b, IMS89c, Lib89a, IMS89d, IMS89e, IMS89f, IMS89g, Lib89c, IMS89h, IMS89m, IMS89i, IMS89j, IMS89k, IMS89l, IMS89n, Joh87b, Joh87c, Num88d, Pee85a, Pee85b, Pee85c, RV89, SC83, TSU88, Uni82b, Uni85a, Uni84d, Uni84e, Uni88, Dod83. **Subset** [Dur83b, Par86a, Par86b, Rom81].

**Subsonic** [Wal85]. **Subspaces** [PCK84, Van82]. **successive** [PJ84]. **Successors** [Ros84]. **sugar** [PM87]. **suggestions** [Dun85b]. **suite** [CDL88, Kip82, Nag85]. **sum** [Bar89]. **Sumador** [RL81]. **SUMLIST** [Kle89b, Kle89a]. **summarizing** [BK89]. **Summary** [AW89, Mei89c, Dig82d, Dig84g, Dun85b, Fed81, Gri82, Int82d, IBM85, Int88p, Kle89b, Kle89a, Sol83a]. **summation** [HM81, HM84]. **Summer** [So83b, Sol84]. **sums** [HM81, HM84]. **Sun** [Sun88b, GMW86]. **SunINGRES** [Sun87]. **super** [Hey85]. **super-mini** [Hey85]. **SUPERB** [ZBG88]. **Supercomputer** [Kow85, PZA86, Wat87]. **Supercomputers** [Hwa84, LW88a, LW89, PW86, ZM86, RS89, hTDT88]. **Supercomputing** [ACM89b, IEEE88b, ML88, Car89a]. **Supermap** [Gue86]. **Supervisor** [MMMM85]. **supplement** [HF81, Int83g, Num81, Num85a, Nag81a, Nag85, Tan85b, Tri89]. **Support** [MBP+85b, Lee85, MBP+85a]. **supporting** [Ber88b]. **suppression** [Col82]. **Suprenum** [Sol89]. **Suprenum-Fortran** [Sol89]. **surface** [Ano87a, BDJ+89, Gra84b, Gre88, NM85]. **surface-level** [Gra84b]. **surfaces** [FS86a, Wal85]. **survey** [EIT85]. **Surveys** [MF84]. **survival** [CCHT89, Mul88]. **Survive** [Ros84]. **susceptibility** [vM84b]. **SVD** [dR87], **SX** [LitW88, Wat87]. **SX-2** [LitW88]. **Sylvestre** [KW87b, KW87a]. **symbol** [SL82, ZSD82b]. **Symbolic** [ACM89a, AB89, CV88a, DR86, Gia89, Gon89, Her88, Red86, RT85, Vor89, Wat85, AM89b, DFD81, DFD84, Fra84a, Hil82a, Hil82b, Pet88, VC89, Wan86]. **Symbols** [Sym88]. **symbols** [BT83]. **Symmetric** [CL83, Cra86a, DR82, HPS82, CHPS85, MT84a, MV84a, SPS84]. **Symposium** [ACM89a, Ano88b, Gia89, Gon89, IEE81, KM83, RW86, POP82, ACM82, ACM84, ACM87, Wex87, Van84a]. **Synchronization** [FIJS85]. **Synchrotron** [GKKY89]. **Syntax** [BS86a, Bro82a, Can81, Ell81b, Tay84]. **synthesis** [Gin82, She89b, Van84c, Van85]. **Synthetic** [Tha89a, Tha89b]. **System** [Ame85d, AKLS88, Bur84c, DMV81, DM85, Fon85, GBJ81, HS81, Int83b, Int86b, IBM89b, IEC88, ISO88, KBRM+86, MBP+85b, Miz83, Rud83, Ame85a, Ack84, ABC+88, Ano82c, Ant81, BG82, BGC82, BR89a, BJ81a, BJ81b, BJ84a, BJ84b, Bur85b, Con83a, Con85a, CGQS89, CDW82, CDW84, Cre89, Dob85, DJM87, Dun85b, Fed82a, Gic88, Gu81, Gu86, Hew85, Hig86, Hue83, Int83g, Int86c, Int88c, IBM88, Int88d, IMS82, Lib84a, Lib84b, Int88q, Ame85b, Jae85b, Jae85a, JC82, Joh85b, KS81b, KS81a, KRW88, Lah88b, Lah88c, Le83, Lee85, MBP+85a, Mic84c, Mic85c, Mic85b, Mic87c, MSG86, Nag81a, Ob85, OO86, Ols83, Owe87, Pay84a, Pay84b, Pet89, Rom81, Sch82b, Tan81a, Tan82, Int88r, VLV+86, Wan86, Wat87, YHMK89, ZSD82a, ZSD82b, Ame85c, ACG+86, HWS+88, Int83c, SAS86, WD81a, WD81b]. **system-Harray** [YHMK89]. **System/2** [IBM89b]. **System/3** [Int83b, Int86b]. **System/36** [Int86b]. **System/360** [Int83c]. **System/370** [ACG+86, Int83c].
Systemanalyse [Sch84c, Sch82e, Sch85a].
Systematic [JRS88a, JRS88b, LG86].
systémétique [Str82, Str85]. Systeme [MF84, Jac82]. Systemen [Hel85b].
Systems [Ame85d, Abd80, Com89, Cas89a, Cas89b, Dav84b, DFK83a, DFK83b, DFK88, DK84, D84, Gre86, GKY82, Hig91, Am89b, KG81, KRY82, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, Mar84b, MSA86, Sch82d, Sch83b, Sch83a, Sch88a, Ame85c, Ame85a, AC87, AM89b, Bur81b, Bur84b, Bur84a, Col82, CMM88, Cor81, Cor82c, CBS81, CBS2, Cra83, Cre89, Dig86b, Dig86c, Dig86a, DFK81, Fra84a, GGJ89, Gal89, GL81, Int81d, Int83c, IEC88, Lib87, ISO88, IZP81, Ame85b, Int85a, Mel88, RRS85, Tod85, VP84].
sytle [Dun85b].
T [Cou85a, Gro82]. T. [BD80].
Table [Car87, Car88a, Car89b, Kah80]. Tables [DDH84, MP86a, MP86c, MP86b, Dal88b, WF85]. TADS [Bur85b].
Talami [Zoh84].
Talwani [For85].
Talwani-Ewing [For85].
Tandem [Sha87, Sha89].
Tanenbaum [Pem83, Tan83b]. tao [Le83].
tape [BJ81a, BJ84a].
tapes [Gri85, HM82].
task [BS84].
taut [Iwa84].
taxes [Tew81, TM88].
TAYLOR [Gra84b, CC82].
Teach [Rad81, Rad83b, Le83, YS84d, Mic84f].
Teaching [Rag86, Be84, Ric82a, Wie83].
Technical [Aha85d, For82b, Pem83, Sam81, Tan83b, Adv86, Int85i].
Technik [MCC85a, MCC85b].
technique [BK89, MR88, PM87].
Techniques [AB83, AS86, Con82a, Rey80, ACM87, SP84a, Wan85, Wex87, SP85a, SP85b].
technological [All84, All82].
Technologists [Val85].
Technology [Voe89, Baj81].
tectonic [SP84].
Tekmar [Adv86].
telescope [La87].
temperature [Cza83, Rin83].
Temperaturen [RS82].
tension [Ano87a].

Systemanalyse [Sch84c, Sch82e, Sch85a].
Systematic [JRS88a, JRS88b, LG86].
systémétique [Str82, Str85]. Systeme [MF84, Jac82]. Systemen [Hel85b].
Systems [Ame85d, Abd80, Com89, Cas89a, Cas89b, Dav84b, DFK83a, DFK83b, DFK88, DK84, D84, Gre86, GKY82, Hig91, Am89b, KG81, KRY82, KRYG82c, KRYG82a, KRYG82d, Mar84b, MSA86, Sch82d, Sch83b, Sch83a, Sch88a, Ame85c, Ame85a, AC87, AM89b, Bur81b, Bur84b, Bur84a, Col82, CMM88, Cor81, Cor82c, CBS81, CBS2, Cra83, Cre89, Dig86b, Dig86c, Dig86a, DFK81, Fra84a, GGJ89, Gal89, GL81, Int81d, Int83c, IEC88, Lib87, ISO88, IZP81, Ame85b, Int85a, Mel88, RRS85, Tod85, VP84].
sytle [Dun85b].
T [Cou85a, Gro82]. T. [BD80].
Table [Car87, Car88a, Car89b, Kah80]. Tables [DDH84, MP86a, MP86c, MP86b, Dal88b, WF85]. TADS [Bur85b].
Talami [Zoh84].
Talwani [For85].
Talwani-Ewing [For85].
Tandem [Sha87, Sha89].
Tanenbaum [Pem83, Tan83b]. tao [Le83].
tape [BJ81a, BJ84a].
tapes [Gri85, HM82].
task [BS84].
taut [Iwa84].
taxes [Tew81, TM88].
TAYLOR [Gra84b, CC82].
Teach [Rad81, Rad83b, Le83, YS84d, Mic84f].
Teaching [Rag86, Be84, Ric82a, Wie83].
Technical [Aha85d, For82b, Pem83, Sam81, Tan83b, Adv86, Int85i].
Technik [MCC85a, MCC85b].
technique [BK89, MR88, PM87].
Techniques [AB83, AS86, Con82a, Rey80, ACM87, SP84a, Wan85, Wex87, SP85a, SP85b].
technological [All84, All82].
Technologists [Val85].
Technology [Voe89, Baj81].
tectonic [SP84].
Tekmar [Adv86].
telescope [La87].
temperature [Cza83, Rin83].
Temperaturen [RS82].
tension [Ano87a].
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Dig88c, Dun85b, Gre88, hHtM81, Joh87b, Joh87c, JC88, JC89, Kle89b, Kle89a, Mid84, Moo81, Moo83, Sul88, sT85, Uni88, Wat86, Wei86a, Wei86b, Wei89b, Wie82]. VAX-11 [Dig82a, Dig82b, Dig82d, Dig82c, Dig82e, Dig82f, Dig84e, Dig88a, Sul88, sT85, Wie82]. VAX-11 [Fed81]. VAX-VMS [hHtM81]. VAX. [Ano85b]. VAX/VMS [Dig84a, Dig86d, Gre88, Joh87b, Joh87c, JC88, JC89, Moo81, Moo83]. VAXELN [Dig85e]. VAXIMA [SR84b]. VE [Con83c, Con84, Con85b, Con85d, Con85e, Con86, Con87c, Con87a, Con87b, Con88a]. Vector [ACG+86, AK87, Ano88a, Blu78, CT86b, DD86, GPHL90, LS85, LS88, MS88a, Pet83, Ric84, Riz85, vdV86, BK88, Bro82a, CT88, CMM+88, CT86a, GF89, GS88, Guz88, GPHL88, Int86a, Lec89, LS87, LCH+88, MMM85, RRS88, R587, Sch89a, Sor84, Swa84, hTDT88, VSH83, VH87, van86, AC86, RV89]. vectorizable [hT88]. Vectorization [Bos88, VSH83, AJ88]. Vectorized [GDK89, Col89a, Col89b, VH87]. Vectorizer [Arn82]. Vectorizing [ACK86a, CDL88, EBS88, NE89, ACK86b, SK86]. vegetation [Mal85]. Vektorisieren [MW83]. vented [WP84]. Verbindungslisten [Wie85]. Vergleich [Hof84, Hah81]. Vergleichende [San82]. verification [KS88, Tho86a, Var85]. versatile [Nag85]. Version [Ano85b, Ber84b, Con81b, Con88a, Cod86a, HV83, Int87f, Int88i, Int88y, Int88k, Int88l, Int88m, Int88n, Int88o, Int88p, IBM89a, Int89c, MS84b, PFTV86, Sch84c, Sch84d, Sch84e, Sch84f, Sch87a, (?)87, A188, And89, BGC82, Bru86, Con81a, Con82b, Con82c, Con83a, Con83b, Con83d, Con85a, CBS81, CB82, Dig85b, Doe88, Fed81, GR88, Gie88, GHM+86, Gils6, Gre88, HL82b, Hua82, Hud88a, Hud88b, Int86e, Int86f, Int86g, Int87c, Int87d, Int87e, Int87g, Int87h, Int87i, Int88e, Int88f, Int88h, Int89a, Int89b, Int89d, Int89e, IBM89b, KM89, LB89, LOU86, Met89a, Mai87, Mon82a, Mon82b, MT84b, NM85, NJI88, Sch87b, SDC82, (?)84, Tri84, Tri89, TR84, Uni83b, Van85, Wie86a, Wie86b, Zho89, Ohi85]. versus [Joh84]. vertical [HS86, The88]. very [Gui88, Jan84]. Vespav [Mal85]. VF [ALPC88]. VI.1 [Num85c]. viable [LD87]. vibration [Jam86a, Jam86b]. vibrational [Kie86]. vicinity [Tho84a]. video [Gri85]. VII [Sav87]. Vindicated [KTW84]. Virtual [IBM88, Int88d, Con83a, Con85a]. viscosities [KWM88]. Visionaries [Tay86]. VM [Ber89, DW83b, Hew85, Int82e, Int85b, Int88b, Sto85a, Sto85b, Uni83c, Uni84c, Uni86b]. VM/ [Int82e]. VM/370 [Int85b]. VM/370-III [Int85b]. VM/CMS [Ber89, Uni83c, Uni84c, Uni86b]. VM/EPEX [Sto85a, Sto85b]. VM/SP [DW83b]. VM/XA [Int88b]. VM/XA-SP [Int88b]. VME [Uni87]. VMS [Ano87c, Dig84a, Dig86d, Gre88, hHtM81, Joh87b, Joh87c, JC88, JC89, Moo81, Moo83, TR84, Uni88, Wat86]. volnovykh [BZ85]. Volterra [Bow82, BA85b, BA85c, BA85a]. Volume [Coc83, Owe87, Riz85]. Vortex [HL82b]. Voruebersetzer [Kal85a]. vous [Ain89]. VP [MMM85]. VP-100 [MMM85]. VP-100/200 [MMM85]. VS [Int88a, Int88c, Pag87, hTDT88, Ano82d, Dat84, Int81b, Int81c, Int81d, Int82f, Int82g, Int82h, Int82i, Int82j, Int83d, Int83e, Int83f, Int83g, Int83h, Int83i, Int84c, Int84d, IBM85, Int85c, Int85d, Int85e, Int85f, Int85g, Int85h, Int85i, Int86d, Int86e, Int86f, Int86g, Int87c, Int87d, Int87e, Int87f, Int87g, Int87h, Int87i, Int88e, Int88f, Int88g, Int88h, Int88i, Int88j, Int88k, Int88l, Int88m, Int88n, Int88o, Int89a, Int89b, IBM89a, Int89c, Int89d, Int89e, IBM89b, Kir89, LS87, LS88, Sof83a, Wan84]. VSPC [Har86b]. VX [Ess88].

W [Mil82b, Rzy84]. WADA1 [And89]. Waerme [RS2]. wakes [HL82a]. Walsh
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